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ABSTRACT
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy has virtually replaced conventional open cholecystectomy as the gold standard for symptomatic cholelithiasis. The laparoscopic approach brings numerous advantages at the expense of higher complication rates, especially in training facilities. This comparative 18-month review examines the outcomes of 52 cholecystectomies performed by a single surgical resident at the University Hospital of the West Indies – a teaching hospital in Jamaica. The advantages of laparoscopic cholecystectomy have been demonstrated and it has been found to be safe and effective in this training facility.
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RESUMEN
La colecistectomía laparoscópica ha reemplazado virtualmente la colecistectomía abierta convencional, siendo ahora la norma de oro para la colelitiasis sintomática. El abordaje laparoscópico trae consigo numerosas ventajas a expensas de tasas de complicación más altas, sobre todo en las instalaciones de adiestramiento. Este estudio comparativo realizado a lo largo 18 meses, examina los resultados de 52 colecistectomías realizadas por un residente de cirugía del Hospital Universitario de West Indies – un hospital docente de Jamaica. Las ventajas de la colecistectomía laparoscópica han quedado demostradas, y el tratamiento ha probado ser seguro y efectivo en esta instalación docente.

INTRODUCTION
The first reports of Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy (LC) in medical literature originated simultaneously from France (1) and the United States of America (USA) (2). The first recorded LC in Jamaica was performed in 1993 (3). Since its introduction, LC is considered the gold standard operation for symptomatic cholelithiasis (4).

Several trials have demonstrated the advantages of the laparoscopic approach including reduced postoperative pain, recovery time and duration of hospitalization (5–13). Patients usually return to normal activity within a week of LC and find it aesthetically gratifying. These advantages have led to a patient-driven demand for LC (5, 11, 12).

With the increasing popularity of LC, the surgical community became concerned about the increase in complications that was even more pronounced with less surgical experience and training (12, 14). Once the learning curve has been overcome, the incidence of complications from LC reduces, but still remains higher than with open cholecystectomy (OC) (12, 15–18). This study attempts to examine the outcome of operations performed by a surgeon in training to determine the safety and feasibility of LC at the University Hospital of the West Indies (UHWI) in Jamaica.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Data were retrospectively analyzed over the 18-month period from October 2003 to April 2004 by chart analysis of 26 patients who had LC performed by a single resident surgeon (SC) at UHWI. Comparisons were made with a group of 26 matched patients who had OC performed by the same surgeon.
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RESULTS

Over this time period, LC was attempted in 26 patients at UHWI. There were 23 females and 3 males with an overall female to male ratio of 8:1. The ages ranged from 13 to 69 years with males being an average 9 years younger. The indications for cholecystectomy are outlined in Table 1.

In two males (7.7%), the procedure was converted to conventional OC due to dense adhesions that precluded clear anatomic definition of structures in Calot’s triangle. Neither patient had previous abdominal surgery and neither was obese. The first patient was a 58-year-old man with a four-month history of chronic cholecystitis. At OC, a 2 cm stone was found lodged at Hartmann’s pouch and had to be removed transmurally to facilitate antegrade cholecystectomy. The second patient was a 13-year-old male with sickle cell disease who had recovered from an attack of acute cholecystitis 30 days prior. Admission ultrasound revealed a thick-walled distended gallbladder with multiple stones. Multiple common duct stones were removed by sphincterotomy and basket retrieval at ERCP two weeks prior to LC. At conversion, cholecystectomy was technically difficult due to extensive adhesions and enlarged peri-portal nodes.

In the remaining 24 patients, LC was successful with an average operating time of 83 minutes for LC as the only procedure. Complications are detailed in Table 2. After LC there was no mortality but one (4%) minor complication and one (4%) major complication occurred in a patient who developed pneumonia. There was no bile duct injury (BDI) after LC.

After two conversions, 28 patients had OC. The average operating time was 81 minutes when OC was the only procedure performed. Comparing operating time for patients having IOC (108 minutes) and OC only (81 minutes) revealed that IOC required an average of 27 minutes additional operating time.

Postoperative complications are outlined in Table 2. There was one death after OC in a 39-year-old woman with
sickle cell trait who succumbed to a massive pulmonary embolus on the first postoperative day despite chemoprophylaxis. There was one bile duct injury (BDI) after OC in a 14-year-old male who initially presented with gallstone pancreatitis. He became symptomatic of a bile leak one week after OC and was investigated with ERCP that revealed spillage of bile in the region of the cystic duct – common duct junction. At exploratory laparotomy, a 50% lateral wall transaction of the distal common hepatic duct was noted and was repaired by a Roux-en-Y hepatico-jejunostomy. Overall, there were three (11%) minor complications and four (14%) major complications seen after OC.

All 28 patients having OC were administered prophylactic antibiotics and one (3.5%) patient developed a wound infection. Only 5/24 (3.7%) patients having LC were administered antibiotics and no wound infections were noted.

The average analgesic dosage administered on demand was used as an index of postoperative pain. The average dosage of pethidine administered was lower after LC (205 mg) than OC (387 mg).

Overall, the average duration of hospitalization was twice as long after OC (1.6 days) than after LC (0.8 days). Same day discharge was possible in 10 (42%) patients having LC and 7 (25%) patients having OC. Patients were discharged from hospital within 24 hours in 22 (92%) patients after LC and 16 (57%) patients after OC. The duration of hospitalization was greater than 24 hours in two (8%) patients after LC compared to 12 (43%) patients who had OC.

On average, the interval between presentation to the surgical service and operation was longer for patients who had LC (116 days) than OC (43 days).

Telephone interviews were successful in 19 (73%) patients who had LC and in 21 (81%) who had OC. All the patients cited aesthetics as the primary reason to choose the laparoscopic approach and 10 (53%) also cited quicker recovery as an additional reason. Patients opted for OC because of financial constraints in seven (33%) cases, long intervals to scheduled LC in three (14%) and unavailability of timely ERCP in seven (33%) cases. In four (19%) patients with unsettled cholecystitis, LC was not offered because it was unavailable on an emergency basis. Long term disability was once considered a contraindication to LC being abandoned and more difficult cases are being attempted. In this series, more patients scheduled for LC had chronic cholecystitis (69%) than any other indication. Conversely, only 3% of patients scheduled for OC had chronic cholecystitis.

Acute inflammation was once considered a contraindication due to anticipated technical difficulties from tissue friability, oedema and haemorrhage. But, several studies have demonstrated that LC for acute cholecystitis is feasible and safe (17, 21–27). In the present study, patients with unsettled acute cholecystitis who required emergent cholecystectomy were more often scheduled for OC (80%) than LC (20%). And, 50% of patients that settled with conservative management were offered interval LC at six weeks. This is not in keeping with recent evidence proving the safety of emergent LC. In fact, many authorities have recommended that the traditional recommendations for interval LC be abandoned (22, 25–27). Over two years, Lo (25) prospectively randomized 99 patients with acute cholecystitis to LC and recommended emergency LC within 72 hours of onset. Although technically demanding, emergency LC was associated with significantly lower conversion rates (11% vs 23%), complications (13% vs 29%), hospitalization and overall recuperation periods. In a further trial, Lai (27) prospectively randomized 104 patients with acute cholecystitis to early or interval LC and noted that LC, as early as 24 hours, did not increase complication or conversion rates. At UHWI, LC was offered largely on an elective basis and equipment was generally unavailable for emergency use, accounting for the small number of LCs done on an emergency basis in this study (17%).

Champault (19) implemented subtle procedural changes in 112 LCs and demonstrated cost reductions from €560 to €330 without compromising patient care or outcome. The LC technique at UHWI has similarly been modified by the use of a single video monitor and re-usable instruments (3). In this developing country, Mitchell (3) reported that the cost of LC ($3 050 US) was $550 US more expensive than OC. But, LC brings lower overall costs by savings in postoperative management from reduced hospitalization, analgesic requirements and time lost from work (12, 19).

Recently, there has been a trend toward outpatient LC. A 10 year meta-analysis of 2119 operations across 16 studies demonstrated the safety of ambulatory LC with 0.5% morbidity, 4.9% unplanned admissions and 1.8% re-admissions (20). With proven safety and greater cost containment, ambulatory LC has become an even more attractive option. In this study, ambulatory cholecystectomy was possible after 42% LCs and 25% OCs.

As more experience is accrued and expertise builds, the classic contraindications to LC are being abandoned and more difficult cases are being attempted. In this series, more patients scheduled for LC had chronic cholecystitis (69%) than any other indication. Conversely, only 3% of patients scheduled for OC had chronic cholecystitis.

Gallstone pancreatitis was also considered a contraindication in earlier series. In this era, many patients were subjected to OC in the same admission to eliminate the possibility of recurrent severe attacks (28). Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is safe when performed during the index
admission for mild and moderate gallstone pancreatitis (29–34). There is evidence from several prospective randomized trials to prove that urgent ERCP within 72 hours of disease onset improves outcome in patients with severe gallstone pancreatitis (36–38). Similar to the scenario with OC, it is advised that LC be delayed for several weeks after the patient has settled from a severe attack (11). In this study, all patients with gallstone pancreatitis had OC because they were reluctant to delay operation until the tentatively scheduled dates for ERCP. This reflects institutional limitations at UHWI where, only five years since its introduction, ERCP is only performed on an elective basis at a rate of three cases per month (39). Despite this, gallstone pancreatitis was the indication for 13% of all ERCPs at UHWI, although it was not available for any case of severe disease within 72 hours (39).

Today, the only absolute contraindication to LC is gall bladder carcinoma but relative contraindications include acute cholangitis, portal hypertension, pregnancy and major bleeding diatheses (12, 15). The list of contraindications is still in evolution and depends upon the expertise of the surgical team (12, 15).

The 7.7% conversion rate in this series is greater than the 2–5% acceptable conversion rates for larger series (5, 12). This is expected in an early series due to the learning curve effect. At UHWI, Mitchell (3) reported 6% conversions during the first 100 LCs performed. But, seven years and 281 LCs later, the conversion rates fell to 3.6%, illustrating the learning curve effect (40). Similarly, the high conversion rate for residents performing LC is expected to reduce as they garner more experience.

Generally, conversion rates are higher in complicated cases. In a three-year meta-analysis across 84 studies, Krahenbuhl (17) reported greater conversions (20%) with 2207 LCs for acute cholecystitis compared to 9904 LCs without acute inflammation (7%). In the present series, there was one conversion occurring in a patient who had urgent LC 30 days after an acute attack. Overall, patients having LC for acute cholecystitis had 17% conversions compared to 4% for all other indications.

Other general factors that may herald a difficult operation with increased conversion or complication rates include older age, male gender, long symptomatic intervals and greater number of acute attacks before LC (18, 22, 41). In the present series, all conversions occurred in males, and one patient was 58 years of age. Local factors making dissection of Calot’s triangle technically difficult include active inflammation, dense adhesions, peri-portal obesity, portal lymphadenopathy and bleeding (41, 14). Dense adhesions were present in both cases converted and portal lymphadenopathy was a contributory factor in one patient. Neither peri-portal obesity nor bleeding was associated with conversion in this study.

In the index series, the average operating time for LC (83 minutes) was comparable to other modern series (8, 3, 42, 5). Although operating time was longer than that for OC (81 minutes), the difference was not significant. The other benefits of LC reported in the literature were seen in this study, including reduced pain and analgesic requirements. Convalescence periods were significantly reduced after LC with more patients recovering sufficiently to allow discharge within 24 hours after LC (92% vs 57%). Quicker recovery also allowed more patients to have same day discharge (41% vs 25%) and halved the overall duration of hospitalization (0.8 vs 1.6 days) after LC. Due to the small study size, statistical significance could not be demonstrated but these results are consistent with the trends in current medical literature.

Many large studies have shown that these advantages come at the expense of greater complication rates (8, 12, 11, 15–17). Mortality rates after LC range from 0.02–0.07% (8, 12). Mortality in this study was lower after LC (0 vs 3.6%). The only death occurred after OC from a massive pulmonary embolus despite thrombo-prophylaxis.

There was a trend toward reduced postoperative complications after LC (8.3% vs 25%), but statistical significance could not be demonstrated with the small study size. The complication rates after LC is higher than the accepted complication rates ranging from 2–6% in modern literature (5, 8, 11, 12). But our results compare favourably to other early series (42). At UHWI, Mitchell (3) demonstrated a reduction in complication rates from 12% during the first 100 LCs to 2.2% after 640 cases.

Minor complications were commoner after OC (11%) than LC (4%) but statistical significance could not be demonstrated. Notably, 3.6% of patients developed wound infections after OC despite prophylactic antibiotics at induction in all cases. On the other hand, antibiotic prophylaxis was administered only in complex LC cases (21%) without any wound infections. This is in keeping with recent evidence that antibiotic prophylaxis is not necessary to prevent wound infection after LC. Five prospective randomized trials have consistently shown no benefit from antibiotic prophylaxis with LC (43–47). Ghnaniem (48) performed a meta-analysis of these five trials and demonstrated that 528 patients who received prophylaxis had no difference in wound infections (1.5%) compared to 371 patients who had prophylaxis omitted (2.1%).

Major complications tended to be commoner after OC (14% vs 4%), although this did not achieve statistical significance limited by the small sample size in this early case series. This is higher than the 1–2% acceptable major morbidity rates for LC reported in international literature (16, 12). But early series report similar figures ranging from 4% (42) to 6% (8). Pulmonary complications were twice as common after OC – a pattern previously described by Strasberg (14) who also reported less cardiac sequelae.

The incidence of BDI is higher after LC, occurring in 0.04–0.07% cases (11, 12, 14, 15). But in the present study the only BDI occurred during OC. Again, this finding must be taken in context of the small sample size.
Greater surgeon experience is protective against BDIs that tend to occur during the learning curve in smaller and earlier case series. The Southern Surgeon’s Club (16) prospective analysis of 1518 LCs showed that as surgical experience increased beyond 13 cases, BDI reduced from 2.2% to 0.1%. Krahenbuhl (17) demonstrated a similar effect after the first 50 cases. Flum (18) also noted that BDI was more likely to be caused by surgeons who had performed less than 20 LCs (35% vs 25%). It is expected, then, that BDI is commoner when residents perform cholecystectomy. In this study, the injury was noted during the 25th OC performed, although it would have been expected to be commoner during LC.

Greater surgeon training is also protective. Flum (18) noted that injuries were significantly more common during cholecystectomies performed by younger surgeons who were not board certified and were more recent graduates from medical school. Surgical residents fit this profile and the 3.6% incidence of BDI is testimony to this. But, the incidence of injury is expected to reduce with enrolment in an effective teaching programme. Mitchell (40) demonstrated the efficacy of the training programme at UHWI. Compared to other institutions, less BDI occurred at UHWI (0.36%) where more LCs are performed by residents than in all other hospitals across Jamaica (1.4%).

Routine IOC has been purported as a procedure that could reduce the prevalence of BDI by acting as an “operative roadmap” to detect unsuspected aberrant anatomy or by early detection of injuries. Three large retrospective studies together encompassing 1,596,472 cholecystectomies have shown 50–76% increased risk of BDI when IOC was not employed (18, 49, 50). But, this was not the case in this study.

Opponents argue that the mere activity of performing IOC by encircling and clipping a duct could incite damage if it is not the Cystic duct (51). But, advocates refute that injury is then recognized early, limiting its severity. (49, 50). A frequent argument is that routine IOC incurs significant cost and operating time. At UHWI, it was estimated that IOC during LC increased operating time by 49 minutes at an average cost of US$375 (3). In the present study, IOC during OC required 27 additional minutes operating time. On the other hand, the treatment of BDI is quite expensive with estimates in the literature ranging from US$13,612 to US$300,000. Flum (49) retrospectively applied population based data to decision analysis models developed specifically to compare routine IOC from a financial aspect. Routine IOC theoretically could save US$87,143 per BDI avoided – a financially significant value. Nevertheless, BDIs are not totally abolished with IOC. This was the case in our study where, despite IOC, injury was neither avoided nor detected early. In the current practice of cholecystectomy, the standard is to perform selective IOC for suspected choledocholithiasis or unclear anatomy (51, 52).

Reports that routine IOC detects retained stones in 10% of patients undergoing OC (52) has been used as its justification. In a prospective randomized trial of 275 LCs, Nies (53) reported that routine IOC detected unsuspected choledocholithiasis in 2.1% cases with 0.7% false positivity. After one year, patients randomized to LC without IOC had 1.4% retained stones, of which only 1 (0.7%) case was symptomatic of pancreatitis. Routine IOC could not be justified solely to prevent 0.7% symptomatic choledocholithiasis at significantly greater cost and operating time (53). Collins (54) prospectively studied 962 LCs over 11 years and reported that routine IOC had 61% false positivity in predicting unsuspected choledocholithiasis (2.3%). Expectant management of retained stones for six weeks was advocated, as 35% of these patients would have spontaneous asymptomatic stone clearance and the remaining 65% patients all remained asymptomatic to six weeks. Patients with proven retained stones can be managed selectively by ERCP with sphincterotomy and stone retrieval (53, 54).

In this study, five patients with gallstone pancreatitis had IOC that was normal in all cases. And, three patients with suspected choledocholithiasis were investigated with pre-operative ERCP that was normal in two (66%) cases. One patient with gallstone pancreatitis and a normal pre-operative ERCP initially accepted LC, but later opted for OC due to financial constraints. Choledocholithiasis was confirmed in one (33%) patient with sickle cell disease who had sphincterotomy and successful basket retrieval.

The average time between presentation and ERCP was 28 weeks. It was interesting that this interval prompted the choice against LC in 33% of patients overall and 71% of patients with gallstone pancreatitis. The long interval between presentation and LC (116 days) prompted the choice for OC in 14% cases. LC is more expensive than OC and even with cost subsidization at the UHWI, financial constraint was cited as a reason to select OC in 33% cases. The cost must be recovered in order to continue offering LC but increased available operating time for LC and ERCP and making equipment available for emergency use can increase LC utilization. These small changes in hospital policy would allow 77% more patients to enjoy the proven benefits of LC. Although this is a small retrospective study, it has demonstrated that there are similar benefits accompanying LC in this developing country. Surgical residents are performing LC with acceptable complication rates for an early series and with 95% patient satisfaction. Small changes in hospital policy would allow up to 77% of patients to enjoy these benefits at this institution.
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